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1. Summary
Despite previous research identifying limited appetite for a signature variety in
Canada’s Okanagan Valley, WineBC’s 2017 strategic export plan identified the
absence of one as a key weakness. Through a literature review and semi-structured
interviews with producers in the Okanagan and members of the wine trade in British
Columbia (BC) and London, this paper evaluates the potential for Cabernet Franc
(CF) to be a signature red variety for the Southern Okanagan (from Naramata to
Osoyoos) based on four criteria: viticultural suitability, industry support, quality to
compete domestically and internationally, and distinctive style.
CF was considered viticulturally well-suited to the Okanagan, and to have the quality
to compete both domestically and internationally. However, while trade
professionals supported the need for a signature variety, and producers like CF,
there was no concerted industry support for a signature variety, be that CF or not.
Both BC and London trade professionals noted a lack of stylistic focus.
Overall, this paper found that, at present, there is no appetite for a signature variety
in the South Okanagan, nor does Okanagan CF currently have the distinctive style
necessary to forge a reputation regardless of industry support.
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2. Introduction
2.1

Okanagan grape production

The Okanagan Valley, in central British Columbia (BC), stretches 250km north from
the US border at the 49th parallel and is a geographic extension of the Columbia
Valley in Washington State. Grapes have been grown since the early 1900s, and
the first winery established in 1932, but it was not until the late 1980s that a
government-sponsored replanting scheme replaced hybrid and vitis labrusca
varieties with v. vinifera.
The replanting coincided with implementation of the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA) in 1989, and the creation of the BC Vintners Quality Alliance
(VQA), which mandates 100% BC-grown grapes for VQA-labelled wines. Cartier
(2014) credits NAFTA with being the impetus that drove BC away from bulk “vin
ordinaire” production to a premium product, a view supported by Bowen et al. (2005).
Frank, Rimerman & Co (2017) suggested that by 2015 the BC industry contributed
C$2.8billion to the economy (1.1% of the BC total per the Government of BC (2020))
and nearly 12,000 full time equivalent jobs.
2.2

Industry bodies

The industry is overseen by the BC Wine Authority (“BCWA”), responsible for
provincial wine standards, including the VQA programme. The BC VQA, established
in 1990, was modelled on that of Ontario, and incorporated into provincial law in
2005 (BCWA 2021).
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The BC Wine Grape Council (BCWGC), formed in 2006, facilitates and funds
research and education for the industry. It is funded by a $10/short tonne levy on all
grapes grown in mainland BC (BCWGC 2021).
The third major industry body is WineBC1, a producer-led organisation developed to
promote BC wines, funded by a 10¢/litre commission on 100% BC wine sold in BC
(WineBC 2021). Its vision is that BC be recognised as one of the world’s premium
wine regions. In its 2017 Export Strategy, WineBC identified London as a key target
export market.
2.3

Climate and geography

The Okanagan (Figure 1) has a continental climate, with climatic extremes
somewhat mitigated by Okanagan and Skaha Lakes north of Okanagan Falls and
Vaseux and Osoyoos Lakes further south. It is generally arid, with desert conditions
south of Oliver. The industry defines itself into the Northern Okanagan (Kelowna to
Penticton) and the Southern Okanagan (Penticton to Osoyoos). The Naramata
Bench, on the eastern side of Okanagan Lake north of Penticton, occupies a liminal
position, its more northerly latitude offset by a south-eastern aspect and the shelter
provided by Little White Mountain directly north.

1

Formerly the BCWI
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Figure 1: Map of the Okanagan Valley

North Okanagan

South Okanagan

Source: BCWA
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There is also a geological divide, the lakes representing the fault line between
eastern Monashee gneiss and Eocene volcanic soils mingled with Jurassic granite in
the west, with most vineyards situated on fluvial benches (Bowen et al. 2005). There
are currently four sub-GIs, all in South Okanagan and recently delineated. From
north to south, they are: Naramata and Skaha Benches (2019, Figures 2 and 3);
Okanagan Falls (2018, Figure 4); and Golden Mile Bench (2015, Figure 5).
Figure 2: Naramata Bench Sub-GI (NB: Note E/W rather than NS orientation of this map)

Source: BCWA

In 2020, the Okanagan had 8830 acres of vines, and 185 licensed wineries (Wine
BC 2020). Despite the valley’s extent, however, viticulture is greatly limited by
“climate, terrain, and the scarcity of arable soil” (Bowen et al. 2005, p. 162). Much of
the green area in Figure 1, for example, is steep mountain slopes.

5

Figure 3: Skaha Bench Sub-GI

Figure 4: Okanagan Falls Sub-GI

Source: BCWA

Source: BCWA
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Figure 5: Golden Mile Bench Sub-GI

2.4

Varieties

Merlot was the first red
grape planted in any
quantity in the
Okanagan, and remains
by far the most
widespread across BC,
yielding 5573 metric
tonnes (MT) in 2020
(BCWGC 2020), largely
going into Bordeauxstyle blends or lowerpriced, easy drinking
single-variety wines.
However, Cabernet
Source: BCWA

Franc (CF) has been

steadily growing in importance, and in 2020 was the third largest red crop behind
Merlot and Pinot Noir, with a yield of 1998 MT, 27.9% higher than 2013 (BCWGC
2013).
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Statistics on planting and acreage are sparse, and difficult to compare. Although
since 2017 there has been some regional segmentation, the vast majority are
produced on a province-wide basis and not consistently reported annually. The
BCWGC Acreage Report, for example, was published only in 2014, at which point
there were 546 acres of CF, representing approximately 10% of red grape acreage
across the province (Chart 1). Similarly, Annual Crop Assessments (BCWGC) may
include or exclude winery-owned tonnage and were not produced in 2014.
Chart 1: BC red grape acreage in 2014
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WineBC (2020) describes CF as having a particular affinity for the southern
Okanagan (the focus of this paper), where it makes “expressive, quality varietal
wines”. CF planting has grown particularly in the region of Oliver, home to over 40%
of BC’s vines (ibid.). In Oliver, CF saw a tonnage increase of over 40% in the three
years from 2017 (when regional statistics were first published (BCWGC 2017 and
2020)), the greatest percentage increase and second only to Merlot (+19%) in
absolute terms.
Chart 2: Red grape tonnage in Oliver 2017 and 2020 (MT)
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There is currently no agreed nor obvious Okanagan signature variety, and the
WineBC 2017 Export Strategy identified this as a strategic weakness.
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3. Literature review: viticultural suitability
3.1

Climate

Rayne et al. (2009) class the Okanagan as Winkler2 Region I (Ia in the north, Ib in
the south), likely to move towards Ib and II as climate change progresses. According
to Smith and Bowen (2018), the southern Okanagan shows a mean annual
temperature between 9.5oC in Penticton and 10.4oC in Osoyoos with Growing
Degree Days (GDDs) ranging from 1234 to 1448, although this hides significant
extremes. Average summer highs for the 30 years to 2010 were 28oC in Penticton
and 31oC in Osoyoos but could reach over 40oC in both. In contrast, winter lows are
approximately -4oC in December and January, with extremes below -20oC
(Environment and Climate Change Canada, 2020).
Average growing season temperatures are 17.1oC in Osoyoos, 15.6oC in Penticton
and 14.4oC in Kelowna; respective GDDs are 1625, 1357 and 1193 (Wise, 2020).
Wise observed that the frequency of extreme cold days (minimum < -20oC) has
decreased significantly over the past 40 years, while that of extreme heat days
(maximum > 35oC) has increased commensurately.

2

Although the Huglin Index is more favoured in Europe, Winkler is still the classification system most
widely used in the existing literature for Canadian wine regions.
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Figure 6

Average Southern
Okanagan growing
season
temperature

Source: Jones 2012; please note misspelling of rectangle and Chardonnay is as per source

Smith (2020) notes CF adapts well to both cold and heat, while Jones (2012)
identifies it as the red wine grape that can thrive in the broadest temperature range
(see Figure 6). Reisch et al. (1996) describe CF as the most cold-hardy vinifera
variety, a view shared by Jones and Schultz (2016), indicating it can withstand
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Okanagan’s winter freezes. At the other end of the scale, Axel Heinz, Estate
Manager of Ornellaia in Tuscany, is planting more CF because of its “remarkable
capacity to resist even extremely hot weather” while maintaining aromatic complexity
(Lawrence, 2021).
Wine media have also noticed BC CF. Rhys Pender MW (2014) wrote that CF was
one of the best reds for the nearby Similkameen Valley, very similar to the southern
Okanagan, while Jancis Robinson MW (2019) commented that CF’s climatic
suitability made it popular for new plantings.
3.2

Soils

Smith (2020) notes that CF can survive on a variety of soil types, but because of its
vigour does better on those that are well-drained and less fertile. Pompilio (2015)
emphasises that the variety’s vigour can cause excess methoxypyrazines, imparting
“green” qualities to the sensory experience, and that gravelly or sandy soils, which
can induce water stress, produce the best quality CF. In contrast, Robinson,
Harding and Vouillamoz (2012) suggest it is best suited to clay-limestone soils but
that sandy soils can work “if there is no water stress” (p155).
South Okanagan soils are largely heterogenous mixtures, almost always welldrained, varying from silty clay loam in Naramata and Skaha to the sandy soils of
Oliver and Osoyoos and gravelly loam of the Golden Mile (Bowen et al., 2005). This
suggests a broad soil range for CF, although potentially the highest quality around
Oliver and Osoyoos.
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4. Literature review and definition of research questions: signature variety
Most old-world wine regions are closely associated with particular varieties, born of
long custom and enshrined in appellation regulations: Sancerre has Sauvignon
Blanc; Burgundy Pinot Noir; and Tuscany Sangiovese. The new world, in contrast,
has far fewer (and newer) regulations governing varieties, and has often shown an
openness to innovation coupled with a reluctance to be held to varietal constraints.
This is particularly true in BC. In 2019 the BCWGC included 29 different red
varieties in its Annual Crop Assessment and noted that it had not collected data on a
further 14 too insignificant to register (BCWGC 2019).
Several new world regions have established signature varieties that provide
signposts to those not familiar with them. Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc is an
obvious but not unique example; Cabernet Sauvignon (CS), Shiraz and Malbec are
emblematic of Napa, Barossa and Mendoza respectively.
4.1

Literature review on signature varieties

Literature on signature varieties per se is limited, although two Masters of Wine,
Barbara Philip MW (2007) looking at Okanagan Pinot Blanc and Cees van Casteren
MW (2012) considering South African Chenin Blanc, addressed the topic in their
dissertations. Jacqui Henderson CWM (2018) also briefly considered it in her
dissertation on Elgin Chardonnay.
Philip defined a signature variety as “one for which a particular region has acquired
international distinction” (p4). She identified three key criteria: viticultural suitability,
demonstrable quality and industry backing. In her work, she determined that
Okanagan Pinot Blanc fulfilled the first two but not the third, and, in fact, support for
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the concept of a signature variety itself was limited. A decade later, however, the
WineBC Wine Export Strategy (WineBC 2017) identified the lack of a signature
variety as a key weakness, suggesting the view may have changed.
Van Casteren noted the absence of literature on signature varieties, and cited
Philip’s definition in determining his own, a wine “closely identified with a country or
region… [that] stands out as prime example of that area’s wine production”. He used
a different set of criteria to Philip, overlapping on quality and industry support, adding
commercial significance, distinctive style and press endorsement, while not
specifically considering viticultural suitability. He concluded that although Chenin
had commercial significance, it failed the other criteria. Van Casteren noted,
however, that Chenin had progressed significantly from its lowly origins in South
Africa, and that with continued improvement and greater industry support it had the
potential to be “a model for the future of the Cape wine industry” (p 40).
Henderson did not specifically address criteria for a signature variety, but did identify
the need for high potential quality and the ability to convey a sense of place.
4.2

Defining a signature variety

A signature variety, as Philip implies, is one which is closely associated, in a positive
sense, with a particular region. In determining the criteria by which a variety will be
judged, producer support is the most important; if no one produces it, it cannot
succeed. It must also produce wine of sufficient quality to engage decision makers
in the routes to market, and opinion formers who help it on its way. In a climate as
marginal as that of the Okanagan, viticultural suitability is also essential. Finally, to
become known, at least initially, as a signature variety, the wines should, as van
Casteren suggested, exhibit a consistently defined style, so that consumers
14

understand what they are buying even with unfamiliar examples. Therefore, these
four criteria will be used to determine to what extent CF in the Okanagan can
become a signature variety. The criterion of commercial significance, identified by
van Casteren but not Philip, will not be specifically addressed; the Okanagan wine
industry is still very young, and government restrictions together with significant
excess local demand mean that the market remains very protected.
In summary, therefore, the criteria that will be used to judge CF’s potential as a
signature variety are:

4.3

•

Viticultural suitability

•

Producer support

•

Quality of wine produced

•

Defined style.
Research questions

This paper seeks to answer to what extent Okanagan CF:
1. has the viticultural qualities to succeed in the southern Okanagan;
2. has the backing of industry professionals;
3. has, in the opinion of wine professionals in BC and London, UK, the quality to
compete successfully on a domestic and international stage; and
4. produces a wine with a defined style.
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5. Methodology
A five-day initial field trip was undertaken in November 2019 to assess feasibility,
including the openness of the industry to answering questions. A second field trip
was undertaken between the end of February and early March 2020 to Vancouver
and the Okanagan Valley. At this time, semi-structured interviews took place and
questionnaires were sent to smaller producers. Semi-structured interviews use a
series of open-ended questions determined in advance, but with the option to follow
up with additional or different questions as topics arise in the course of the interview.
Interviews also took place with 11 representatives of the BC trade and 12 of the
London trade between February 2020 and April 2021. The list of interviewees and
survey respondents is in Appendix 1; questions are in Appendix 2. All interviews
were recorded. Contemporaneous notes were taken, and interviews transcribed in
full later. Follow-up interviews took place in Spring 2021.
5.1

Viticulture

In addition to a literature review on CF and on Okanagan climate and geology, data
on soils, planting and production were sourced through WineBC.
The wine industry in BC is highly stratified, with only three “large” wineries
(producing over 75,000 cases pa), and a further 41 “medium” wineries (over 7500
cases, WineBC 2019), all of which are in the Okanagan. The remaining 141
Okanagan producers are “small”. Semi-structured interviews were held with 26
Okanagan producers and consultants, representing all three large, 17 medium, and
six smaller producers, selected to be regionally representative. A further 16
producers, six medium and 10 small, were surveyed via a questionnaire covering the
same topics, giving coverage of 100% of large, 56% of medium, and 11% of the
16

smallest producers. Interviews and surveys included both CF producers and nonproducers to avoid confirmatory bias. The interview and survey questions addressed
the following areas:
-

red varieties they consider have strength in the Okanagan, and why;

-

planting trends and future intentions for CF, and their assessment of the
success of those decisions;

-

main challenges to Okanagan CF; and

-

viticultural practices that produce the best quality CF.

5.2

Backing of industry professionals

To assess whether CF has the backing of Okanagan industry professionals,
interviews and questionnaires also addressed the following areas:
-

views on quality of Okanagan CF;

-

changes in opinions on Okanagan CF in the past five years;

-

sales trends; and

-

intentions with respect to promoting CF wines.

The BC trade and wine media interviews also considered:
-

red varieties with strength in the Okanagan, and why; and

-

quality for Okanagan CF.

5.3

Quality to compete on domestic and international stage

Interviews with BC trade and wine media also covered:
-

how they view the quality of Okanagan CF; and

-

optimal trade channel(s).
17

On both trips, there was extensive tasting to select the highest quality Okanagan CF
wines (as assessed by the author; see Appendix 3), chosen also to be
representative of Okanagan styles.
Because of the low familiarity, even among wine professionals, with Okanagan
wines, eight interviewees in London were also provided with a sample tasting. None
of these interviewees had prior knowledge of Okanagan wines, and the sole purpose
of the tasting was, therefore, familiarisation with the wines. All were professional
tasters with extensive experience and good knowledge of the London market; six are
MWs. They represented a variety of sectors, including on-trade, retail, fine wine
investment, distribution, media and wine competitions.
The wines were decanted into sterile 50cl glass bottles with screw-cap lids, and
delivered on the same day in a Covid-secure manner. They were accompanied by a
“crib sheet”, listing the wines, producers, alcohol, and technical details, and retail
price in Canadian dollars3, together with a form for notetaking. Interviewees were
asked to taste them within 24 hours. All tasters did so and returned their completed
forms.
Semi-structured telephone interviews were conducted a few days later to gather
opinions on quality, London market potential, and best trade channel(s). Further
semi-structured interviews in the same format took place in early June 2020 with four
other individuals in London who were familiar with Okanagan CF. Two work
primarily in media, one as a restaurant consultant and wine writer, and one in

3

At the time of tasting, the exchange rate was approximately C$1.71/£1.
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prestige retail and as a sommelier. The interviews were recorded and later
transcribed.
5.4

Defined style

Trade interviews also discussed the styles of Okanagan CF. Further data was
provided by desktop research into the alcohol level and oak treatment of 25
commercially available CF varietal Okanagan wines.
5.5

Data analysis

Data gathered from interviews, tasting notes and questionnaires were analysed
primarily using content analysis techniques to develop a theory informed by the Gioia
methodology (Gioia et al. 2012) to determine themes and draw overall conclusions.
This is based on the principal assumptions that, firstly, interviewees are
“knowledgeable agents… [they] know what they are trying to do and can explain
their thoughts, intentions and actions” (ibid. p17) and secondly, that the researcher is
capable of systematically analysing data, demonstrating and constructing a theory
around them.
Transcriptions were read several times to gain an overall understanding, before
coding and categorising raw data. Using an iterative process, these categories then
formed the basis of themes that emerged in response to each research question.
Comments were coded independently by the researcher and an assistant, with
discrepancies discussed to reach consensus.
5.6

Ethics

All interviewees were made aware of the purpose of the research, and permission
was sought and received in all cases to record interviews and attribute comments in
19

the report. The rare requests to exclude a particular comment (always relating to
stylistic preferences regarding a specific winery) were granted.
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6 Research findings
Findings are grouped below according to the research questions (RQs) to which they
relate.
6.1

RQ1: To what extent does CF have the viticultural qualities to succeed in the

Okanagan?
Content analysis of the producer interviews and surveys revealed four main themes
with respect to CF’s viticultural suitability to the Okanagan. The first two are
external: climate, including climate change; and soil and site suitability. The third
and fourth relate to cultural vineyard practice, vigour and the consequent need to
manage yield, and the related question of rootstock selection. There were also two
less frequently mentioned issues, leafroll virus and smoke taint, that are discussed
briefly. Only one producer mentioned clonal selection, and then only to dismiss its
relevance.
6.1.1 Climate
CF’s ability to adapt to the Okanagan’s climatic extremes was a significant theme,
spontaneously mentioned by over half of producers. It has particular strength in
surviving cold winters, better than Merlot and much better than Syrah. The Southern
Okanagan’s climate boundaries compared to those of CF are shown in Figure 6 in
section 3.1.
While there was unanimity on CF’s cold-hardiness, and general agreement that it
flourishes in the average summer, views differed on CF’s ability to deal with heat
spikes. The majority think it copes well and viticulturalist Richard Cleave believes it
is better than any other Okanagan reds. This is consistent with Heinz’s observations
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(Lawrence, 2021) noted in section 3.1. In contrast Troy Osborne, Arterra’s
viticulturalist, thinks CF shuts down more easily than CS, although he was alone in
this belief. Mike Bartier, of Bartier Brothers, commented that “it’s very well-adapted
to our climate. It doesn’t seem to mind the extremely hot temperatures we get in the
summer, and it’s relatively tolerant of very cold temperatures in the winter.”
Managing the canopy was seen as key to mitigating both heat spikes and the
relatively short growing season, with careful leaf-plucking to balance shade and light.
Climate change is a significant Okanagan concern, and Jones and Schultz (2016)
note that climate models predict “continued increases in climate variability” (p. 52).
Despite Osborne’s views, there is broad consensus that CF is very well suited to the
Southern Okanagan climate, and has a better ability to cope with climate change
than other varieties because of its flexibility, thriving in cooler temperatures now, yet
able to shine when those sites warm up. Taylor Whelan of Cedar Creek remarked
that they are currently actively pulling up Merlot and replacing it with the “more
reliable” CF.
For over a quarter of producers, a key factor in mitigating the impact of climate is
ensuring optimal vine orientation. Andrew Windsor of Tinhorn Creek said that
getting this wrong is something he has noticed particularly with newer growers. The
valley runs north/south, so often rows slope in an east/west orientation. However,
this far north, such orientation produces very uneven ripeness on the vine, with the
northern side excessively green and the southern side overripe. All producers
commenting on orientation agreed it is crucial to have a north/south vine orientation
to achieve even ripening. For those with vineyards in an east/west orientation, like
some at Jackson Triggs and most at Blasted Church, canopy management can help
mitigate a suboptimal orientation.
22

6.1.2 Soil suitability and site selection
A theme running through producers’ comments was the importance of site selection,
with 29 (69%) raising it. Several think the biggest challenge with Okanagan CF is
eliminating green bean flavours and that options for doing this are very site specific,
in part because of the soils. There is a concern that new plantings may be in the
wrong location, especially among new growers who do not understand the soil
composition and in particular its very high sand component, leading them to the
more alluvial, richer valley floor soils rather than the sandier more free-draining soils
of the slopes. Nevertheless, Dwight Sick of Moraine Estate believes this risk to be
largely historic, and that “as the valley matures and has a better understanding of
how and where to plant or replant CF, there will be more success”. The geographic
constraints of the valley – long, narrow, steep and at a latitudinal extreme – are,
however, likely to limit expansion potential.
6.1.3 Yield
CF is a very vigorous, often high yielding, grape variety, and controlling yield is
essential. Managing yield and vigour was the other viticultural challenge most
frequently cited (29 producers, representing 69% overall, and 81% of those who
produce CF), with virtual unanimity that it is essential to high quality fruit. Producers
agreed that if overcropped, CF can become green and overly tannic, but that with
well-managed yields, complex flavours can develop. Robert van Westen
commented that it is essential not to be greedy, to “farm wine and not grapes”.
Three to three and a half tonnes per acre4 was seen as optimal, often achieved by

4

Although this mixes imperial (acre) and metric (tonne) measurements, it is the ratio used throughout
the Okanagan and is, therefore, used in this paper.
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crop thinning. Government pricing controls together with a significant excess of
demand over supply mean that producers are able to charge enough for this to be
profitable.
6.1.4 Rootstocks
The right rootstock is also key to managing yield. The best rootstocks for Okanagan
CF need to be able both to control its vigour and to thrive in the sandy soils.
According to Cleave, much of the valley was initially planted on SO4 simply because
this was what was available at the time in Canada. SO4 is very vigorous, ideally
suited to heavy, badly drained soil. In other words, it is exactly the opposite of what
Okanagan CF needs.
Although many producers do still have older vines on SO4, more recent plantings
are on more appropriate stock. 3309 and 101-14 are both relatively common, and
well-suited to the soil, especially 101-14 per Cleave, but many producers are now
planting on Riparia Gloire (RG). Despite its additional water needs, which
viticulturalist Pascal Dinel estimates as 50% to 100% more, RG is excellent at
controlling vigour. Although it has a desert climate, the Okanagan has a plentiful
water supply, so RG’s additional irrigation requirements are not, at least at present,
problematic. Those who use RG generally do so specifically for its vigour control
and resulting increase in quality. It also advances ripening by up to two weeks,
crucial at such a northerly latitude. Ross Wise MW of Black Hills favours RG for
these reasons, saying it creates the most balance in CF, with excellent structure and
greater ripeness.
There is also an increase in own-rooted vines, principally in the sandier South
Okanagan where there is little phylloxera pressure. Initially, this grew from an
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attempt to mitigate the risks of winter kill, which is higher at graft sites. A small
minority have also done it to avoid having to import plants. The majority who use
own-rooting, however, also believe that it helps to control the natural vigour of the
vine and is, therefore, good for CF.
6.1.5 Other viticultural challenges
Two other specific viticultural challenges were mentioned: virus infection and smoke
taint. The former is a clear issue, and many commentators noted that CF seems to
be some sort of bellwether for leafroll virus, showing its effects sooner and more
sharply. Most consider it a legacy of virus-infected stock planted when nursery
sources for Canadian wineries were very limited (hence the aforementioned
reluctance to import plants). Producers are satisfied that new plantings are virusfree, and that this will soon no longer be an issue in the valley.
Smoke taint was a much more mixed picture. The frequency and location of fires
varies from year to year; but recent years have seen record burns. In 2018, for
example, there were 94 fires in the Okanagan-Similkameen region, burning
38,405ha (Statistics Canada 2019). Both Culmina’s Jean-Marc Enixon, who is not a
fan of CF, and Kathy Malone of Hillside, who is, claim it is the variety that shows
smoke taint most. The consensus, however, is that taint correlates more to proximity
and timing – the closer to harvest a fire was, and the closer to the fire a vineyard
was, the greater the effect. Whether or not smoke affects CF more than any other
variety, climate change suggests it will have an increasing impact (Natural
Resources Canada 2018).
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6.1.6 Planting trends and intentions
Perhaps the best test of CF’s viticultural suitability to the Okanagan is reflected in the
planting trends and, more significantly, intentions (Chart 3). As noted above,
BCWGC data show significant increases in CF planting. Conversations with
producers confirm this trend.

Chart 3: CF planting trends
(% of respondents, n = 42 all; n = 33 S Okanagan)
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Of 42 producers interviewed or surveyed, 31 of 42 (73.8%) currently grow or source
CF. Within South Okanagan, this increased to 78.8% (26 of 33). Nearly half (19)
have added CF within the last five years; all who have done so consider that
successful. 20 producers, 19 in South Okanagan, are planning to add more, through
vineyard purchase, additional external sources, or replanting. Crucially, this includes
all three of the major winery groups: Mission Hill, Arterra and Peller Estates. This
broad willingness to invest in CF clearly demonstrates its strengths in the valley.
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6.2

RQ2: To what extent does CF have the backing of industry professionals in

the Okanagan?
Asked to nominate, unprompted, the red varieties5 they considered to have strength,
producers named a wide spread, including all five Bordeaux varieties, Syrah, Pinot
Noir, Gamay, Grenache, Tempranillo, Mourvèdre and Maréchal Foch. The
frequency, however, shows that CF had the highest unprompted mentions, both in
the South Okanagan and along the whole valley (Chart 4).

Chart 4: Unprompted mention of red grapes
(n = 42 overall; n = 33 S Okanagan)
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Four major themes emerged: the overall quality of the wine, increasing consumer
demand, its potential as a signature variety and stylistic differences. Stylistic
differences are covered separately in section 6.4.

5

Producers were specifically asked to name red varieties. Nonetheless, a few mentioned white.
Because the paper focuses on red, these were ignored in the chart, but, for interest only, Riesling and
Pinot Gris were most commonly named.
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6.2.1 Quality of Okanagan CF wine
Of the 42 producers surveyed, the broad consensus was that it has high quality
potential; only four disagreed. Of these, three (David Paterson of Tantalus, Grant
Stanley of Spearhead and Anita Pazdernik of Scorched Earth) are based in the
Kelowna region and focus wholly on Pinot Noir for reds. The fourth, Culmina’s
Enixon, confessed to not being a fan of CF in general, but added that virus-free stock
in the valley was currently too young to make wines with any depth. Mission Hill’s
Ben Bryant is perhaps the most vocal proponent: “If I was to put money on a variety
for the future, that has a very exciting future, CF, and I wish I had a bit more in the
ground.”
The balance of Okanagan CF wines was a major element of the quality theme, with
consensus that it can produce juicy fruit and complex flavours, supported by fine
tannins and a bright acid structure. Paul Gardner of Pentage firmly stated it is the
best red for the valley, while Bryant values its “amazing vibrancy [and] silky textures”
and Wise thinks it is the best of the Bordeaux varieties, and is his favourite for its
tannin structure.
6.2.2 Consumer demand
Of the producers interviewed or surveyed, 26 (61.9%) make a varietal CF red wine.
The remainder principally add it to a Meritage blend, although Nk’Mip also add it to
Syrah. Several are also using higher yielding or younger vines to make rosé. Of the
26 producers making a varietal wine, 19 are seeing sales volumes increasing (Chart
5), usually significantly. All of the remaining seven are holding steady, and for all but
one (Culmina) this is a capacity constraint, either within the winery or because they
cannot source more fruit or suitable land. Those who can are planting or sourcing
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more. Others, such as Robert van Westen, are putting the price up to “keep it for the
CF junkies”.

Chart 5: Sales trends (n = 26)
3.8%

23.1%

73.1%
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Steady - sourcing

Steady - demand

6.2.3 Potential signature variety
There is a significant division of opinion within the Okanagan on whether to speak
about a signature variety at all, despite its absence having been identified as a
weakness by WineBC (2017). There are three main schools of thought, roughly
representing a third each of producers responding. The first group do not think a
signature variety is desirable at all, mainly because, in their views, the Okanagan
should market itself on its diversity rather than narrowing the focus.
Of the remainder, numbers are roughly equally split between those who think a
signature variety is desirable but that it would be impossible to get consensus on
which variety; and those who, in the words of Black Hills’ Ross Wise MW, think a
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signature variety would “help us establish our reputation and definitely help… in
export markets”.
The latter two categories, particularly those based in the Southern Okanagan, were
broadly supportive of CF as a signature variety. They saw three key advantages:
CF’s overall quality; the increasing focus of trendsetters and influencers6 on it; and
its potential to give the Okanagan a point of difference, which factor Andrew Windsor
of CF pioneers Tinhorn Creek7 emphasised – he believes it could be the variety that
gives the region an identity currently lacking.
6.2.4 BC trade views
BC trade views differed in some key areas to those of the producers. Most, with the
exception of Ingo Grady and Geoffrey Moss MW, agreed that Okanagan CF can
produce high-quality wine, and that it has strong potential in the region. Moss’s
aversion is not to CF per se (unlike Grady), but to excess hang times and overripe
flavours common in many Okanagan CFs (discussed under style in 6.4 below).
All those in buying positions include it in their lists, whether retail or on-trade, and in
general are looking to include more. Several sommeliers also praised the style and
quality of CF rosés. Nevertheless, whereas producers named it most commonly as
the Okanagan red variety with strength, trade commentators were equally likely to
name Syrah.

The author’s observation is that this is true within BC, but that the Okanagan remains largely
unknown outside of Canada, and that even within Canada little is known of its subregions or any
specialist grapes.
7 Tinhorn Creek was, under its former owner Sandra Oldfield, the pioneer of CF in the Okanagan.
6
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6.3

RQ3: Do Okanagan CF variety wines have, in the opinion of wine

professionals in BC and London, the quality to compete successfully on a domestic
and international stage?
“Quality to compete successfully” is a multi-faceted concept and relies not only on
absolute product quality, but also on the other “Ps” in the marketing matrix – price,
placement and promotion.
6.3.1 Quality
As noted above, the BC trade were generally very positive about Okanagan CF,
ranking it with Syrah as one of the best red varieties for the Southern Okanagan.
Overall, the London trade were also broadly positive about the wines, some very
much so. Comments centred on the absolute quality, together with modernity, polish
and freshness. Terry Threlfall8, at the time of interview Selfridges’ Head Buyer, a
former sommelier, and himself from BC, noted that in his most recent visit he was
“absolutely floored by the quality and how interesting those wines were”. When

Chart 6: Analysis of London trade
statements (n = 211)

coded, there were twice as
many positive as negative
comments (Chart 6).
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52%
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22%
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and brightness, and to some
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greenness, indicative of not only

8

Terry Threlfall died suddenly and unexpectedly in October 2020. He was very generous with his
time and insights, and I am very grateful to him and his memory.
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varietal typicity, but also origin. As Nick Bielak MW said, “it tasted of cool climate
CF”, which to him spoke strongly of Canada.
Less impressive, however, was a sense that some producers were overextending
hang time, aiming for a riper style that was then usually highly oaked, echoing
Moss’s views mentioned in 6.2.4. Negative comments principally centred on
“clumsy” oak regimes, “jammy” wines, and a cloying taste, often accompanied by
burning alcohol and sometimes by a sense that, despite the jamminess, they were
also slightly under-ripe. Nevertheless, the London trade believed the region can
produce high quality, perfumed wines that, when producers get it right, are likened
by Natasha Hughes MW to a “turbo-charged Loire”.
Both the BC and London trade felt that the only market for the riper, oakier wines
was local or via wine clubs. In contrast, there was a lot of enthusiasm among both
groups for the lighter, more elegant, fresher styles.
6.3.2 Price
Retail cellar door prices of the wines tasted in London ranged from C$26 to C$45,
equating to approximately £15 to £25. Almost all found this to be a fair range. BC
trade commentators felt that, because of the highly protected nature of the BC
market, producers had very little sense of what their wines would be worth on an
international market, especially one as competitive as London. Threlfall agreed that
some producers’ expectations in the London market were unrealistic, although he
had been able to negotiate an acceptable range.
Nevertheless, although all agreed there was a ceiling on price points, most of the
London trade felt that a traditional “value for money” perspective was less relevant.
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Instead, the focus should be on the combination of uniqueness of origin and raw
quality of the wines themselves.
6.3.3 Placement and promotion
All of the wineries sell direct, and most of the small and medium-sized wineries sell
principally or wholly through their own cellar door, wine club or winery restaurant

Chart 7: Principal sales channels of CF wine (n = 26)
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(Chart 7). Five reserve their CF for wine club members only. BC is a controlled
liquor market, and for an estate winery, selling direct enables it to retain the standard
government 123% mark-up (Cartier 2014), so there is a strong incentive, particularly
for smaller producers, to maximise this channel. Of the remaining channels, over
half sell through BC on-trade, mainly in the Okanagan, although some do sell in
Vancouver. Several mentioned a reluctance, however, to invest too heavily in the
Vancouver restaurant market after the fallout from the 2008 financial crash.
There is little specific promotional activity for Okanagan CF, with most producers
following the same route for all their wines. Burrowing Owl is one exception,
showing their CF at ProWein and the Vancouver International Wine Fair and entering
competitions, as well as advertising in Wine Spectator and local magazines. The
overwhelming sense among producers was that there is limited need actively to sell
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their wines, especially the CF, which consistently has significantly more demand
than supply.
Relatively few producers currently export, even to other Canadian provinces9,
although both Synchromesh and Bartier Bros. were in discussions with UK importers
at the time of speaking. In part, this is because the majority do not need to – their
market is niche and they have limited ambitions. Nevertheless, Mike Bartier believes
that, to be a serious producer, one’s wines do need to be available in other markets,
and many producers acknowledged that they were now looking at starting to develop
or increase export10 sales, partly to gain exposure, and partly to mitigate the risks of
market concentration.
The BC and London trade viewed restaurants as the most appropriate channel,
especially because they deemed the wines at the lighter, fresher end of the scale
more food-friendly. Many mentioned the need to hand-sell. In BC, this was to get
consumers away from expecting something big, oaky and glossy; in London, it was
to overcome unfamiliarity. By-the-glass was thought the best place to start, in
particular for the lighter wines, to increase exposure in London and to reduce the
customer’s perceived risk in trying something new in both markets. The London
trade also strongly advocated independent retailers as an appropriate channel,
particularly given Covid-related challenges currently facing the restaurant sector.
Independent retailers are relatively rare in BC, and so not a major consideration to
the trade there.

Because the Canadian alcohol market is fragmented by province, “exporting” from BC to elsewhere
in Canada can be at least as complex as exporting to a different country. Only three provinces – BC,
Manitoba and Nova Scotia, permit direct imports.
10 As before, this relates to sales outside of BC, not specifically outside Canada
9
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An effective in-market promotional strategy was also considered key to success in
London. Justin Knock MW was emphatic that producers choose a mainstream
importer. He recognised the temptation to opt for a small independent but noted
“you only ever remain niche” in such cases. Producer support was seen to be even
more important, however, with regular market visits considered absolutely key. It
was clear that producers wanting to export needed to take a long-term view and
undertake to support those retailers and restaurants who took a chance on their
wines, recognising that it takes time to build a market following, and that true
success will come only with a multi-year commitment.
Finally, the London interviewees were in unanimous and strong agreement with the
benefit of a signature variety. This would give consumers something, as Joe
Fattorini said, to “hang their experience on”, but, beyond that, potentially enables the
region to achieve premium pricing because of the branding effect. It can, according
to Knock “give a simple focal point for everyone to engage” while Bielak went further,
commenting that it is useful for any region, but “for an emerging region, it’s
essential”.
6.4

RQ4: To what extent do Okanagan CF wines have a distinctive style?

The range of styles was a key theme among producers, with good cause. In the field
trips, samples were tasted ranging from under 12% to well over 15% alcohol, and
oak regimes ranging from unoaked to multiple years in 100% new oak. Some do
both - Perseus, for example, often makes one CF in neutral oak, and one in 100%
new French or American oak. Styles can broadly be divided into two groupings: very
ripe, rich, highly alcoholic and with a significant proportion of new oak; and more
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lightly oaked wines which generally have lower alcohol. Chart 8 shows the range of
CF varietal wines.
Chart 8: Comparison of alcohol and new oak percentages in Okanagan CF
varietal wines
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Data sourced from 25 wines tasted on Okanagan field trips in Nov 2019 and Feb/Mar 2020.

Over half of the producers were supportive of this stylistic diversity. There are some,
however, who believed it a weakness. This group in general preferred the lighter
style.
It was notable that relatively few producers commented on the reasons for their oak
choices11. Most producers appear to choose their oak regimes based on their

Grayson Riordan of The Hatch used 100% new American oak in one 2015 wine to “embrace the
smoke” resulting from the effects of nearby forest fires. This is a unique approach, and certainly did
enhance the smokiness, although the author is not convinced this was a desirable outcome. Bryant is
actively shortening the time in oak, using less new and moving to lighter toast better to express the
fruit.
11
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expectations of a Bordeaux variety wine, and not to vary it between what “Meritage”
blend and pure CF wines get. This suggests that even for those who are actively
promoting their CF varietal wines, they are not viewing the grape itself as
significantly different from CS or Merlot. Tantalus’s Paterson agreed with this
assessment, commenting “where CF is going wrong is that people are automatically
making it like […] CS or Merlot – too much oak, not enough stems, too much
extraction to make a big red wine”. Local consumers, however, are more familiar
with the bigger, oakier styles.
This sense that the region lacks a distinctive style was also a focus of trade
comments, with a frequent lament in the BC trade that Okanagan CF does not have
its own identity. The overwhelming agreement amongst commentators in both BC
and London was that it is at a stylistic crossroads, between the bigger wines, often
compared with Napa, and a lighter, fresher, more elegant style. There was a strong
preference for the more subtle wines over the more alcoholic, oaky versions, but also
a concern that because of the variety of styles, it was hard to get a hook on the
region. Threlfall believed that this is holding back the Okanagan as a whole. Moss
agrees, noting that CF is an aromatic grape, and the wines being made with long
hang times and lots of oak could “be anything, and come from anywhere”. Regine
Lee MW felt that as a category the “lack of consumer understanding of what
stylistically they can expect from CF from Okanagan” was a definite weakness.
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7 Analysis
7.1

Viticultural suitability

Cold-hardiness is a principal requirement of any grape grown in the Okanagan, and
CF is much hardier than any of the other widely-planted red grapes, in particular
Merlot and Syrah, a strong indicator of its suitability for the region. Although not
unanimously thought to manage extreme heat as well as it does cold, there is
nonetheless broad agreement that CF can withstand heat spikes as well as, or better
than, other red grapes, particularly when planted in an optimal N/S orientation and
supported by viticultural practices such as canopy management. This flexibility
means that it is not only a suitable grape for the current Okanagan climate, but that it
has the potential to flourish despite the impact of climate change. Indeed, if the
effect on the valley were to be a general warming, CF could expand into the cooler
northern Okanagan, potentially replacing Pinot Noir as a red grape there, or being
used initially to produce rosé. These cooler areas might also encourage those who
are looking to focus on lighter styles.
The free-draining, relatively infertile soils of the Okanagan are generally suitable for
CF. However, site selection remains important, avoiding the heavier, alluvial valley
bottom in favour of the sandier slopes. As land pressure in the valley grows, some
producers may be tempted by suboptimal sites, risking bringing down overall quality.
Controlling yield was the viticultural practice considered most vital, but one seen as
largely within producers’ control, whether in the short term through crop thinning or in
the longer term by appropriate rootstock selection. As long as its crop levels are
limited to no more than 3.5T/acre, CF can produce ripe fruit and potentially attractive
wines, further supporting its suitability for the Okanagan.
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Overall, CF is viticulturally very well-suited to the South Okanagan. It is too cold
further north; indeed the majority of those who do not believe CF works in the valley
have vineyards located near Kelowna, some 100km north of Oliver (where most CF
is grown). However, climate change may move those boundaries within the next two
decades. Viticultural challenges do exist, but can largely be mitigated through
careful site selection, rootstock choice, and yield management. The mountainous
sides to the valley do, however, constrain vineyard expansion, and will limit the
ability to scale up should demand increase.
7.1.1 SWOT analysis: viticultural suitability
Strengths

Weaknesses

• Excellent cold hardiness
• Very good at withstanding heat
spikes
• Free-draining infertile soils highly
suitable for CF
Opportunities

• Tendency to excess yields
• Geographical constraints limit growth

• Potential to expand northward if
climate change results in generalised
warming

• More frequent forest fires may
produce too many tainted wines
• Inappropriate site selection may
lower overall quality
• Poor yield management will give
green, stemmy wines

Threats

This analysis shows that most of the fixed viticultural parameters – climate and soil
types – are strengths for CF in the Okanagan, although geography may limit its
growth. Changing climate provides a potential threat – an increase in smoke taint
from forest fires – but also the opportunity to expand the geographic reach of the
variety in the valley.
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The principal weaknesses and the remaining threats are largely within the control of
the producers through site selection, canopy management, and yield control.
7.2

Industry support for CF as signature variety

7.2.1 Producer support
CF certainly is popular with producers in the Okanagan. This support is matched by
consumer appreciation. All but one of the producers are seeing increased demand
for CF varietal Okanagan wines, and the majority are increasing supply to meet it.
It remains an open question, however, to what extent the Okanagan industry actually
wants a signature variety. Other regions that have succeeded with a signature
variety have had an industry champion, be that a producer like Cloudy Bay in
Marlborough or a trade enthusiast like Stephen Spurrier for Napa’s CS. Despite
having identified its absence as a strategic weakness, there is little evidence that
WineBC is looking to rectify this situation – there is no obvious marketing support for
a grape variety, for example, nor targeted research spending. Similarly, while both
Tinhorn Creek and Painted Rock can be considered champions of CF in their own
wines, neither is actively promoting it more broadly. Without some concerted
industry focus, be that comparative tastings, in-market promotional activity, or a
targeted and concerted media campaign, it is difficult to see how CF, or indeed any
other grape, could become a signature variety for the Southern Okanagan.
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7.2.2 BC trade support
The commitment to stocking CF from the BC trade is important; any signature variety
must find routes to market. However, there is no obvious champion of CF within the
BC trade community, which limits its potential as a signature variety.
7.2.3 SWOT analysis: industry support
Strengths

Weaknesses

• Strong support from producers
• Consumer demand growing

• No commitment to signature variety
from WineBC
• No active industry or trade champion

Opportunities

Threats

• Increased awareness and potential
• Syrah is seen as equally good by BC
demand if WineBC were to commit to
trade
marketing and/or research support

This shows that there is good producer support and consumer demand is growing,
but the absence of broader industry support and/or an active champion is a
significant weakness.
7.3

Quality to compete successfully on domestic and international stage

Okanagan CF does have, in the opinion of the trade professionals, the potential to
succeed in both the domestic and London markets, particularly in the restaurant and
independent retail sectors. There is, however, a debate over the best stylistic
expression, which is considered separately in section 7.4.
7.3.1 Product quality
Both BC and London trade thought the best expressions of Okanagan CF delivered
attractive aromas and firm, but not harsh, tannins, considered particularly suitable for
food matching. The absolute quality of these wines was of a standard to enable
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them to compete, and their freshness, perfume, and bright acidity provided a point of
differentiation. This style also was very evocative of “Canada” for the London trade –
clean, fresh, cool climate, and this sense of place was viewed very positively.
The more heavily oaked and highly alcoholic versions were, however, less warmly
welcomed in both markets, too similar in style to new world Bordeaux blends while
not having the ripe lushness warmer climates can produce. Nevertheless, the
majority of production is made in this style, reflecting local consumer tastes that are
traditionally “North American”, and that differ from those of wine professionals and
perhaps from those of consumers with more “European” palates.
Syrah was seen by the BC trade as an equally strong candidate for signature red
grape. Although the producers as a whole were less keen, enthusiasm for Syrah
could come at the expense of CF’s potential as a signature grape.
7.3.2 Price and placement
Price and placement are considered together in this analysis, because the latter very
much drives the elasticity of the former. The relatively small volume production,
government pricing controls and a strong local market in BC, particularly in the
Okanagan itself, limit downward price pressure.
The currently low level of consumer recognition outside Canada, together with the
perception in both BC and London that the wines are very food-friendly, suggests a
focus on the upper level of the on-trade, with independent merchants capable of the
hand-sell another potential route to market.
Pricing in these markets, while not irrelevant, is less hard-fought than in the major
multiple retailers or pub chains, with not only absolute quality but also uniqueness
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important. It is not, therefore, a barrier per se at the retail prices indicated, although
the extent to which producers would be willing to trade a broader market and wider
recognition for the lower margin available in non-winery sales is as yet largely
untested.
7.3.4 Promotion
A long-term commitment from producers to the market, not just in terms of supply but
also in-market support, is essential. This needs to be supported by work from
WineBC to increase the visibility of the region and its wines and, if CF is to be a
signature variety, of the grape itself.
7.3 5 SWOT analysis: quality to compete
Strengths

Weaknesses

• Lighter wines were strong in absolute • More alcoholic styles were generally
quality
thought clumsy, trying to compete
with Napa CS but lacking their
• These wines were also very
polished ripeness
evocative of place
• Good positioning in the higher end of • BC trade considered Syrah to be at
least as strong in quality terms
the BC market
Opportunities

Threats

• Potentially significant opportunity to
introduce the more food-friendly
wines onto a London market always
hungry for a point of differentiation

• Producers may consider the margin
sacrifice too great, and limit their
horizon to winery and wine club sales
• Putting heavy reliance on one grape
variety is risky if that goes out of
fashion
• Ongoing effect of Covid on hospitality
may limit the short-term opportunity
• Current travel restrictions make it
difficult to introduce and promote
wines

Overall, Okanagan has the absolute quality to compete, and potential routes to
market in both BC and London. Short-term Covid-related restrictions may constrain
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it, but it has the potential to reach the higher end of the London market in a similar
way to BC.
7.4

Distinctive style

The region appears to be at a crossroads and must choose in which direction it
wants to go. Bryant is concerned that many winemakers have not travelled widely
and their perspectives are, as a result, too narrowly focused on what they have
always done and seen done in the valley – as ripe and as oaky as possible. This is
a noteworthy opinion, as, until Bryant’s arrival, Mission Hill had been particularly
known for its heavily extracted, heavily oaked reds. That they are travelling in a
different direction is remarkable.
Many producers also speak of the value of diversity, and chafe against any attempts
to constrain experimentation. This perspective is challenging, not least because it
goes against the consensus view of both the BC and London trade that an emerging
region does need a hook on which to hang consumer experience. Although, for
example, Napa grows many different red grapes, it is known and famous for its ripe,
rich CS, and it is difficult to argue that the region would be as internationally
successful had it not focused on that grape and that style at a key point in its
development.
Defining a style is essential, because, beyond the relatively narrow confines of BC,
the Okanagan is little known and less understood, even among wine professionals.
A signature style is as important as a signature variety, so that buyers and
consumers can purchase with confidence. The London interviewees were united
that success in London would only come for wines at the lighter, fresher, more
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elegant end of the spectrum. This preference was broadly shared by the BC trade
interviewees.
If CF is to be a signature variety for the region, it is only likely to be the lighter, less
extracted, less oaked wines, given the marked preference for these wines outside
the local market. It may, however, take some time for the majority of producers to
come to this view, if they ever do. Those who make the bigger wines may be
reluctant to change from something their current consumers expect and, indeed,
purchase.
7.4.1 SWOT analysis: distinctive style
Strengths

Weaknesses

• Lighter, fresher style wines were
• No distinctive style makes it difficult
seen as both very attractive and, to
for consumers to understand the
the London trade, distinctly Canadian
wines
• Many winemakers / owners have not
travelled widely, and are unfamiliar
with lighter styles
• Local consumers also unfamiliar with
lighter styles
• Bigger wines compete against those
from better known, warmer regions
which balance oak and alcohol with
greater ripeness
Opportunities

Threats

• Defining a distinctive style would help • Producers may choose the oaky,
consumers – and gatekeepers to
alcoholic route
them – to understand and appreciate • Producers may fail to adopt a
the wines
signature style, leaving the market
• The lighter style is very food friendly,
confused
suggesting on-trade potential

The stylistic diversity, seen as a strength by many producers, is confusing to
potential consumers and the gatekeepers to them, greatly limiting the potential for
CF to emerge as a signature variety.
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8
8.1

Conclusion
Summary of findings

The project’s goal was to assess whether CF could become a signature red variety
for the South Okanagan by examining four research questions: whether CF had the
appropriate viticultural qualities, the extent to which it had support from Okanagan
industry professionals, the extent to which it could compete successfully domestically
and internationally, and whether it had a distinctive style.
Viticulturally, CF is well suited to the South Okanagan, because of its winter
hardiness and ability to withstand heat. It works well in the sandy soils and can
produce high quality grapes when yields are controlled. Climate change may allow
northward expansion, although the mountainous sides to the valley will limit
east/west growth.
CF also has good support from Okanagan producers, who feel it can make wellbalanced and ripe wines. Most who already produce it are adding more. There is,
however, little evidence of an industry champion, nor any support from the regional
body either specifically for CF or for any single variety.
South Okanagan CF was also seen broadly positively by both the BC and London
trade, especially the lighter expressions, and the price/quality ratio considered less
significant given the wines’ uniqueness.
However, there is no distinctive Okanagan CF style, confusing consumers and
requiring more hand-selling from both retailers and sommeliers. There is a strong
sense that the region is at a crucial crossroads. Overwhelmingly the trade
preference in both BC and London is for a more elegant, restrained expression of
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CF. Failing to embrace this is, they believe, failing to live up to the expression of
both grape and place, and damaging its ability to compete.
In summary:
Criterion

Analysis

Viticultural suitability

Climate suitable
Soil suitable

Potential signature
variety?



Other factors controllable
Industry support

Broadly supported by producers
individually
Little evidence of an industry champion
No evidence of WineBC support for CF
or any signature variety, despite
identifying its lack as a weakness

Quality to compete

Quality of lighter-spectrum wines
considered high in both BC and
London
Price / value matrix considered less
important given uniqueness of wines

Distinctive style

Stylistic crossroads, between highly
alcoholic and heavily oaked wines and
lower alcohol wines with little obvious
oak.
Variety of styles often seen as a
strength by producers, rather than a
weakness.

X


X

Local consumer preferences and
experiences differ from those in
markets outside the valley.
No encouragement from WineBC to
define a regional style

It is thus clear that while it is viticulturally suitable for the Southern Okanagan, has
strong producer support, and can make high quality wines, CF cannot at present
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become its signature red grape variety. This is driven by two interlinked factors –
reluctance of the industry as a whole to commit to a single red grape variety as the
primary expression of the region, and a similar reluctance to work to a regional style.
8.2

Limitations

This paper focused on whether CF could become a signature red variety for the
Okanagan. As a result, its use in rosé was not considered. However, several
producers are also making CF rosé, especially from younger vines, and these are
proving popular with consumers.
The Canadian research for this paper was conducted in November 2019, pre-Covid19, and early Spring 2020, when there were only six cases in BC. The bulk of
London research was in June 2020, as the strictest measures of the first UK
lockdown were lifted. All London interviewees and many Canadians highlighted the
on-trade as a key channel. It is currently too early to say what long-term impact
Covid-19 will have on the London fine dining sector and, therefore, on the scope for
a breakthrough category.
8.3

Suggestions for further research

Further research might consider BC consumer acceptance of the various styles of
Okanagan CF, consumer acceptance of Okanagan wines in London, or recognition
by non-Canadian consumers of Okanagan as a region. Researchers might also
consider potential for CF rosé in the Okanagan.
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Appendix 1: Producer interviews and surveys, trade interviews
Producer interviews
Bartier Bros
Black Hills^
Black Sage Vineyard*
Blasted Church
Burrowing Owl
Cedar Creek+
Culmina^
Hatch>
Inniskillin*
Jackson Triggs*
Laughing Stock*
Mission Hill+
Painted Rock
Pentage
Quail’s Gate
Road 13+
Silk Scarf
Spearhead
St Hubertus
Sumac Ridge*
Sunrock Vineyards*
Synchromesh
Tantalus
Tinhorn Creek^
Township 7
Van Westen

*Part of Arterra
+Part of Mission Hill Group
^Part of Peller Estates
>Part of Terrabella Wineries
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Producer surveys received from:
Hester Creek
Hillside
Howling Bluff
JoieFarm
Martin's Lane+
Meyer Family
Moraine Estate
Narrative
Nk'Mip*
Okanagan Crush Pad
Perseus>
Poplar Grove
Scorched Earth
Time Winery / Evolve Cellars
Volcanic Hills Winery
Winston Estate

*Part of Arterra
+Part of Mission Hill
>Part of Terrabella Wineries Group
NB: Interview also conducted at Nk’Mip, but the individual interviewed was not able
to answer many of the relevant questions, so he sent the survey to the winemaker
and assistant winemaker who subsequently completed it. As a result, this has been
classified as a “survey” rather than an “interview”.
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BC Trade Interviewees:
Name

Role

Sector

Company

Barb Philip MW

Buyer

Monopoly

BC Liquor Board

Christina Hartigan

Wine Director

Restaurant

Wildebeest

Geoffrey Moss MW

Consultant

Marketing

Lithica

Ingo Grady

Consultant

Consultancy

Hermit Wines

John Clerides

Owner

Retail

Marquis Wines

Katherine McEachnie

Educator

Regional body

BC VQA

Kelcie Jones

Wine Director

Restaurant

Chambar

Owen Knowlton

Wine Director

Restaurant

Top Table

Pascal Dinel

Viticulturalist

Viticulture

Self-employed

Rhys Pender MW

Consultant

Consultancy

Self-employed

Richard Cleave

Consultant

Consultancy

Self-employed
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London trade interviewees
Name

Sector

Edwina Watson

Distributor

Jamie Goode

Media / Wine Competition Judge

Joe Fattorini

Media

Joe Wadsack

Consulting/ Media / Judging

Justin Knock MW

Consulting / Fine wine investment / Retail

Lenka Sedlakova MW

Distributor

Natasha Hughes MW

Restaurant consulting / Media / Judging

Nick Bielak MW

Importer

Peter McCombie MW

Restaurant consulting / Judging

Regine Lee MW

Distributor

Terry Threlfall

Retail / Sommelier

Tim Atkin MW

Judging / Media

(Those in italics had prior knowledge of Okanagan CF, and were interviewed only;
the remainder tasted the wines and then were interviewed)
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Appendix 2: Interview questions
Interview questions - producers
1. Which red grape varieties (regardless of whether you currently plant / source
them) do you consider have strength in the Okanagan?
2. Why do you consider these varieties to have strength?
3. Which red grapes have you planted / do you source?
4. How do you see the potential for Cabernet Franc in the Okanagan Valley?
5. Do you have any Cab France planted / sourced?

NO: Go to Q6
YES: Go to Q9
If not:
6. Have you ever had any Cabernet Franc? If so, why do you no longer have it?
7. If you have never had it, why not?
8. Would you consider planting / sourcing Cabernet Franc in the future? If so,
why would you consider it?
Thank you for your time
If so:
9. How much Cab Franc do you plant / source?
10. How has this changed over the past five years?
11. If you have planted more, do you consider this to have been a successful
move? If you have less planted now (or source less) why is that? Can you
explain why you believe it to have been a success or not a success?
12. How do you expect it to change in the next five years?
13. What are the challenges to growing high quality Cab Franc in the valley?
14. What rootstock(s) do you use? Which do you prefer and why?
15. What other viticultural practices do you think produce the best Cab Franc in
the Okanagan Valley?
16. Do you make a wine that is classified a “varietal” Cabernet Franc?
NO: Go to Q17
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YES: Go to Q18
If not:
17. If not, how do you use your Cab Franc?

Please go to Q22

If so:
18. What are the principal vinification choices you make? Please specifically
address oak use.
19. What sales trends are you seeing in your Cab Franc based wines?
20. Which sales channels do you sell through? Which of these is most important,
and do you foresee any changes?
21. What are your intentions regarding promoting your Cab Franc based wines?

22. Do you have any intention to change how you use Cab Franc? (eg start
making a varietal wine if you do not currently make one; focus on blends more
if you make a varietal wine)

Thank you for your help
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Interview questions for BC trade
1. Which red variety/varieties do you consider have strength in the Okanagan,
and why?
2. Would your answer change if I asked you to focus on quality? If so, how and
why?

3. How do you view the actual current quality of Okanagan CF?
4. What do you think of its potential quality?
5. What do you think of the current styles of Okanagan CF? (Probe quality v
saleability preferences)
6. Through which trade channels might Okanagan CF best succeed?
7. If you were advising producers, what would be your best piece of advice?
8. Do you currently buy Okanagan CF? If so, how many different SKUs
(ignoring format differences)?
9. Do you think that Okanagan CF has the quality to compete successfully on
the international stage? Against other CFs or in its own right?
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Interview questions for UK trade
1. Do you believe that an emerging wine region would benefit from a signature
variety?
2. How do you view the actual current quality of Okanagan CF?

3. What are its positive and negative qualities?

4. How might these affect its ability to compete in the London market?

5. What do you think of its value for money?

6. Through which trade channels might Okanagan CF best succeed in the
London market?

7. If you were advising producers, what would be your best piece of advice?
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Appendix 3: Wines tasted
Wine Wine
#

Vtg

1

Synchromesh Cachola
Family Vineyards CF

2

ABV

Price (C$)*

2017 Oliver

11.9

28.00

Bartier Bros CF

2018 Black Sage

13.3

25.99

3

Blasted Church Sacroscanct

2017 Skaha Bench

13.9

40.00

4

Tinhorn Creek Innovation
Series Whole Cluster CF

2016 Anarchist
Mountain,
Osoyoos

14.5

45.00

5

Township 7 CF

2016 Osooyos / Oliver

14.2

34.00

6

Mission Hill Vista’s Edge CF

2017 Oliver East

14.8

40.00
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Note: RPPs must be submitted via your Advisor to the IMW
Proposed Title

Cabernet Franc in the Southern Okanagan: a potential signature red variety?
Research Questions: Define the subject of your Research Paper and specify the specific
research questions you plan to pursue. (No more than 200 words)

The Okanagan is one of Canada’s premier wine regions, representing 84% of British Columbia’s
(BC) vineyard acreage12. By far the most significant red grape planted is Merlot, with 39.1% of
red grape plantings in 2018. However, Cabernet Franc (CF) has been steadily growing in
importance; it is now the third most planted red grape at 13.1% of total red grapes, and growth of
9.9% since 2013. It is the only one of the top five red varieties to have grown over this period 13.

1212
13

WineBC https://winebc.com/discover-bc-wine-country/okanagan-valley/ accessed 23 Sept 2019
BC Wine Grape Council Annual Crop Reports 2013, 2015, 2017, 2018
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Producers increasingly see CF as having strong potential in the region, and it is beginning to
gain recognition from other industry figures. Rhys Pender MW14 wrote in 2014 that CF was one
of the best reds for the nearby Similkameen Valley15, while in 2019 Jancis Robinson MW noted
that CF’s climatic suitability made it popular for new plantings16.

This Research Paper will seek to answer whether CF could be a signature variety for the South
Okanagan by determining to what extent CF:

1. has the viticultural qualities to succeed in the Okanagan, and specifically in the southern
Okanagan, roughly from Naramata to Osooyos;

2. has the backing of industry professionals in the Okanagan;

3. wines have, in the opinion of wine professionals in BC and London, UK (“London”), the
quality to compete successfully on a domestic and international stage; and

4. produces a wine with a defined style.

Background and Context: Explain what is currently known about the topic and address why
this topic requires/offers opportunities for further research. (No more than 200 words)

14

Master of Wine based in Similkameen Valley, winemaker, journalist, wine educator
Pender, R (2014), “The Similkameen Valley: The New Frontier”, MacLean’s, 22 May 2014.
16 Robinson, J (2019), “Wines From Okanagan, Canada’s Napa Valley”, Financial Times, 31 May
2019.
15
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Having a signature variety can, according to Justin Knock MW17 “give a simple focal point for
everyone to engage”. Nick Bielak MW18 went further, commenting that it is useful for any region,
but “for an emerging region, it’s essential”.

In 2007, Barbara Philip MW found only limited support in the Okanagan for a signature variety 19.
A decade later, however, the BCWI Wine Export Strategy20 identified this lack of a signature
variety as a key weakness, indicating the view may have changed. Personal communication with
a number of industry parties suggests that Cabernet Franc may have both the sensory attributes
to produce high quality wine in the region and the viticultural attributes to cope not only with the
current but also a changing climate (Rayne et al. 2005 op cit.). The viticultural profile of
Cabernet Franc by UC Davis21 suggests it is well suited to the well-drained soils, cool climate
and hillside vineyards of the Okanagan.

The BCWI22 has identified London as an important target export market.

Sources: Identify the nature of your source materials (official documents, books, articles, other
studies, etc.) and give principal sources if appropriate. (No more than 150 words)

17

Personal communication, 24 June 2020
Personal communication, 16 June 2020
19 Philip, B. (2007), “Examining Pinot Blanc as a Potential Signature Variety in the Okanagan Valley”,
Institute of Masters of Wine Dissertation
20 BC Wine Institute, 2017 Wine Export Strategy
21 UC Davis, Cabernet Franc, http://iv.ucdavis.edu/files/24324.pdf accessed 27 Sep 2019
22 BC Wine Institute, op cit
18
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Published academic papers, including but not limited to:
-

Bowen, P.K. et al., (2005). “Geology and Wine 10: Use of Geographic Information
System Technology to Assess Viticulture Performance in the Okanagan and Similkameen
Valleys, British Columbia”, Geoscience Canada, 32:4, pp 161 – 176
Cartier, L. (2014), “The British Columbia Wine Industry: Can it Compete With the Big
Guys?”, AAWE Working Paper No. 147
Rayne, S., Forest, K. and Friesen, K.J. (2009). “Projected Climate Change Impacts on
Grape Growing in the Okanagan Valley, British Columbia, Canada”, Nature Precedings
vol. 4

Official publications from the BC Wine Grape Council and from Wine BC, including Annual Crop
Reports, Wine Acreage Reports and Wine Export Strategy

UC Davis Viticultural profile of Cabernet Franc http://iv.ucdavis.edu/files/24324.pdf

Master of Wine Dissertation by Barbara Philip MW (2007), “Examining Pinot Blanc as a Potential
Signature Wine for the Okanagan Valley” and Cees van Casteren (2012) “An Examination of
Chenin Blanc as the Potential Reference Wine of South Africa”.

Personal communications with producers and industry specialists in the Okanagan Valley and
wider British Columbia, including but not limited to the following:
-

Richard Cleave (Sandhill)
Pascale Dinel (Black Hills Winery and independent)
Paul Gardner (Pentage)
Ingo Grady (ex-Mission Hill, now consultant)
Katherine McEachnie (Winston Estate Vineyard)
Rhys Pender MW (Little Farm Vineyards)
Barb Philip MW (consultant)
Grant Stanley (Spearhead Winery)
Ross Wise MW (Black Hills Winery)
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Research Methodology: Please detail how you will identify and gather the material or
information necessary to answer the research question(s) and discuss what techniques you will
use to analyse this information. (No more than 500 words)

Gathering data

-

A literature review on 1.) signature varieties, to determine criteria on which to judge
whether or not CF has the potential to be a signature variety for the South Okanagan, and
2.) the viticultural qualities of CF, and on Okanagan climate and geology.

-

Data on Okanagan soils, planting trends and production sourced through BCWI

-

Semi-structured interviews with approximately 25 producers in Okanagan, representing
over 50% of producers selling beyond the immediate area23, including both advocates and
non-advocates of CF to avoid confirmatory bias. Interviews will address:
* which (red) varieties they consider to have strength in the Okanagan, and why;
* whether they have planted/ sourced more CF over the past five years, or are planning to
plant / source more. If so, whether they consider this to have been successful;
* main challenges in growing CF in Okanagan;
* which rootstocks and other viticultural practices produce the best quality CF; and
* what their intentions are with respect to CF plantings.
* how they view the current actual and potential quality for Okanagan CF;
* their views on the benefits or drawbacks of signature varieties;
* whether their views have changed over the past five years. If so, how and why;

23

There are 185 wineries in the Okanagan, of which the vast majority sell wholly or almost wholly
from the cellar door. Approximately 65 of these wineries sell beyond the cellar door to any extent at
all (eg to local grocers or restaurants). Of these, approximately 30 sell with any regularity in wine
shops in Western Canada. Please note that the Canadian wine market is highly segmented
provincially, and it is not common to find BC wine east of Manitoba.
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* sales trends in their CF;
* their intentions with respect to promoting CF varietal wines.

-

Questionnaire of approximately 20 smaller-scale producers in Okanagan covering the
same areas as producer interviews.

-

Semi-structured interviews with 11 members of the BC trade to address:
*their views on the benefits or drawbacks of signature varieties
* which (red) varieties they consider to have strength in the Okanagan, and why;
* how they view the actual and potential quality for Okanagan CF
* through which trade channel Okanagan CF might have the most success; and
* their views on the styles of Okanagan CF.

-

Semi-structured interviews with 12 people representing a variety of sectors within the
London market. There will be an initial familiarisation tasting for those without prior
knowledge of Okanagan wines, comprising six wines chosen to represent the range of
styles. Interviews will cover the same topics as the BC trade, focused on the London
market.

-

Desktop research into the alcohol level and oak treatment of 25 commercially available
CF varietal Okanagan wines.

Analysis

Data gathered from semi-structured interviews and questionnaires will be analysed using content
analysis to determine themes, with statistical methods where relevant.24

24

It is expected that data from the tasting will be very limited, as the primary purpose of the tasting is
to familiarise tasters with Okanagan CF.
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Potential to Contribute to the Body of Knowledge on Wine: Explain how this Research
Paper will add to the current body of knowledge on this subject. (No more than 150 words)
The BCWI has identified one of its strategic weaknesses as the lack of a signature variety for its
premier region, the Okanagan. This research has the potential to gauge whether CF could
become that variety, in light of both wine quality and producer support.

It further will provide insight to those producers making CF as to the strengths and weaknesses
of this variety in terms of the domestic and London, UK market.
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Proposed Time Schedule/Programme: This section should layout the time schedule for the
research, analysis and write-up of the Research Paper and should indicate approximate dates
with key deliverables. Dates of submission to both Advisors and the IMW must be those
specified by the IMW.
End February 2021:
-

Receive Moderator’s Report

March 2021
-

Discuss Moderator’s report with advisor and begin planning rewrite

April 2021
-

Rewrite RP

12 April 2021
-

Confirm June RP submission to IMW

By 12 May 2021
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-

Final draft RP to advisor

13 May 2021 to 31 May 2021
-

Redraft RPP and submit to IMW
Incorporate Advisor’s comments into RP
RP to proofreaders

1 June to 23 June 2021
-

Final amendments to RP

By 24 June 2021
-

Submit RP to advisor for submission to IMW
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